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Abstract

This papcr presents a 3D-environment nieasurcmcnt
systeni for large-scale structure manufacturing.
First, a niethod and systeni for generating as-built data
are shown. Then a camera calibration method that provides
the ncces\ary nieasurenicnt precision in space is
introduced, and the nieasurement error is analyzed
quantitatively. Finally, the position and orientation of an
ob,ject arc measured. and the experimental results are
shown to support the theoretical conditions developed here.
1. lntrnduction
For the asscnibling and maintaining of space structures,
telcopcration of working niachine [8]will be researched for
use in space until the late 1990's. In such situation, the
telcoperation system niust know the manufacturing
environnicnt. However, space structures are made of
assenibled parts c.hich are manufactured with precision a
few niillinicters. With such tolerances, errors in the space
structures may occur easily, and installation of parts
becomes difficult. This kind of problem is solved by
measuring the nianufacturing environnient, storing the
nieasured data in a database, and using this during the
design process to ensure that the final design is well
adapted to the nianufacturing environment. These
dynamically changing data are called as-built data and
systems that generate as-built data are called nianufacturing
environnient nieasurement systems.
Measurements are niade by using a measuring tape, a
light wave surveying niachine. or a multilink structure.
These nieasurenient methods can give the position of a
point, but not the position and orientation of an object.
Measurenients niade by using an image, however. can give
the position and orientation of an object [ 7 ] . In space, it is
necessary to measure objects that can not be touched. We
therefore adopt the nieasurenient system using images in
the manufacturing environnient nieasurenient systeni.
Many researchers have worked on pattern detection, and
we have taken particular notc of pattern niatching using a
pattern field. Pattern detection in randoni fields by
considering the diffusion field [ I ] has been reported, in
which two parameters of the position of an object were
estimated. The power and nionient in the potential fields
were considered, and three parameters of the position and
orientation of the object werc estimated [2]. Six-dcgree-offreedom contour niatching through single-eye noisy
imagery was reported 161 and six paranieters of position

and orientation of the ob,jcct werc estimated. In this papcr
we adopt this algorithm for automatic pattcrn niatching. and
we consider the nianufacturing environnient measurement
systeni for nianufacturing large-scale structures.
First, the niethod and the systeni generating the as-built
data are shown. Then a camera calibration niethod that
gives the necessary nieasurement precision in space is
introduced, and the nieasurement error is analyzed
quantitatively. Finally, the position and orientation of an
ob.ject are measured, and the sample experiniental data is
shown to support the theoretical conditions developed here.
2. Systeni Generating As-Ruilt Data

During the manufacture of any particular object, the
structure of the object is continually changing. Thus, its
design is given concrete shape by the actual work process,
for example, by manufacturing, or by carrying and
installing structural parts. This changing qtructure niust be
continually controlled by using design data.
The precision of as-built data depends on the error of
object shapes and on the installation error. The error of
object shapes can be controlled during production since the
production error is less than a few millimeters. This paper
therefore considers the problem of installation error by
establishing a measuring method.
The structure must be nieasured to generate and keep asbuilt data. This, an interactive systeni [3] was constructed,
using the design data as the prediction data for the position
and orientation of the objects (Fig. 2.1).

Fig. 2.1. Systcni Generating As-Built Data

In this system, the design data is changed to as-built
data by executing the following steps.
( I ) Object images are generated at the site by using CCD
cameras, and are then displayed on workstations.
(2) The position, orientation and shape data of the object is
obtained froni the design database.
(3) A wire-frame nlodel is graphically generated tionl the
design data, and is indicated in the same place as the
image froni the caniera.
(4) An operator roughly matches the wire-frame model to
the iniage niodel on the display by anlending the position
and orientation of the object. Also, thc wire-frame model
is matched to the iniage niodel by using the recursive
algorithm of six-degree-of-freedom contour matching.
( 5 ) The position and orientation of the object are saved in
the database.
The changing structure can be controlled by iterating the
above method.
The object position based on the caniera position is
determined by matching the wire-frame model to the image
model. The measurement precision of the position and
orientation of the object is assured by an automatic
measuring algorithm [S]. The object position based on the
coordinates fixed in the environment must be determined in
order to generate the as-built data. Therefore, an
appropriate method is to use a surveying niachine with a
camera, such as that shown in Fig. 2.2. The position and
orientation of the object is measured by combining the
image with the position and orientation data of the camera.

Fig. 2.2. Surveying Machine with Camera
Although many parts are used in large-scale structure
construction, few types of parts are used. Thus, the asbuilt data structure shown in Fig. 2.3 is appropriate.

Fig. 2.3. As-Built Data Structure
In Fig. 7.3, each symbol represents a particular type of
ob.ject. There are various types, such as plates, sleeves,
pipes, and so on. The class represents each ob.ject shape.
For example, the shape of a plate is represented by the
lengths of its side and its height, the shape of a sleeve is

represented by its diameter, and the shape of a pipe is
represented by its diameter and its length. The instance
represents the position and orientation of the object.

3. Image Process Identification
3.1 lnlage Process hlodel
In the as-built data generation system shown in Fig.

2 . I, the iniage of the structure is generated by using the
surveying machine and camera (Fig. ? . 2 ) , and the image is
displayed on the workstation. The position and orientation
of the camera are obtained roughly from the position and
orientation of the surveying machine nieawred by using the
surveying machine. The image process is therefore
represented by the following equation:

(3. la)

The notations are.
the object position according to the
x, y, 2:
coordinates fixed by the surveying
machine
the object position according to the caniera
x,, y,, z,,:
coordinates
the position of the image model based on
X,, Yi:
the coordinates of the image plane
enlx,em,,,emr:the camera position according to the
surveying machine coordinates
the camera orientation according to the
a. (3, y:
surveying machine
C,, C Y :
the magnification of the lens, photoelectric
conversion, and electric signal conversion
the position of the optical axis according to
ex, e,:
the coordinates of the image plane
The above parameters depend on the assenibly and
setup of the surveying machine. Here en,,, en,!,, el,,,, a. (3.

y, c,. c,, e x , and e, are treated as unknown paranieters,
because the setup can vary according to the actual site
conditions.
Since the paranieters el,,,, en,!, and en,, depend on how
well the setup conditions can be duplicated, the variability
of paranieters c, and c, depends on the conibination of the
caniera and the workstation, because these paranieters
depend on the electric displacenient of the irnage. The error
of the paranieters u. (3. y. ex. and e, is sniall because these

parameters are deterniined only by the installation error of
the camera. In this paper, it is assumed that e, and e
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considered in Remark 3.1. The parameter y is obtained by
niatching the wire-frame model to the image model.
The image process model is represented by thc the
following equation:
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Here, thc unktiown parameters are O=(enl,, enlY,enlz, c,,
cY,ex, eY).
Remark 3.1:
It can be assunled that the angle between
the optical axis and the surveying machine axis is usually
small. The parameter e x defined in (3.1) is represented by

el,

=

e,

+

c, tan a

(3.3)

Thus, the nlaxiniunl error would be
eru =

I

zn{

tan(0,/2).cos
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+
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- --
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tan(0,/2) - tan a

-tan(0,/2) sin u + cos u

Here, Oh is the angle of vision, and znl is the distance
between the camera and the object. The error eru is 0.27
nim when 0,=20 degrees. znl=5,000 ninl and a = 0 . 1
degrees. This error is acceptable at actual sites.0

3.2 I m a g e Process Identification Method
The image process can be sinlulated by using (3.2).
That is, the relative position and orientation between the
camera and the object is detected by niatching the wireframe niodel, which is generated by using (3.2). to the
image model. Thus, the parameters represented by (3.2)
can be estimated.
The following two principles apply for wire-frame
models matched to the image niodel.
( I ) The iniage model for which the position and orientation
is known is matched to the wire-franie model generated
in the same conditions.
(2) A unique pattern between the wire-frame model and the
image model is yielded by changing the position and
orientation of the camera (Fig. 3.1).

e = (e,,.e,,,~e,,,u,S~~
Fig. 3.1. Optical Flow Structure [4]
The unique distortion of the image is yielded corresponding
to the camera movement. This distortion is called optical tlow.
The aniollnt of camera nlovenlent is calc~~lated
when the optical
tlow is known. In Fig. 3.1, z is the optical tlow. urn and ur an.
the diffi~siondistributions of the edge pattern and the pattern o f
the wire-fra~iieniodel. and g is gain.

The identification method is based on this principle.
The problem is to obtain the parameters O=(e,,, enlY,emz,
ex, c Y , ex, e,)
from x, y, z, xi and yl.
.
The image process model represented by (3.2) is
nonlinear. It is difficult to estimate these parameters
because the movements with changes in em, and enlYare
almost the same as the movements with changes in e , and
e,, respectively. Also, en,, and enlYcannot be separated
from e x and e,. In this paper, the unknown paranieters are
estimated by introducing the iterative calculations shown in
Fig. 3.2.
For simplicity only the relation between x and z is
shown in Fig. 3.2. The iterative calculation is executed in
the following steps. Objects I and 2 are measured by
matching the wire-frame model to the image model under
the initial condition e,=O, where objects 1 and 2 are set
near and far from the camera, respectively. The images of
objects I and 2 appear at the following positions in the
image plane:
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Fig. 3.2. Identification Process
The unknoun paranierers are e\tiniartld hy iterating the
nia~chingaccording to the ohjects far from and near the camera.
The following relations apply between cx and ell,,, and
between c, and ell,,:

Here znlI and znll represent the distances froni the caniera
to ob.ject models I and ? respectively, and n represents the
number o f iteration5 in calculating e,. The calculation is
iterated by ucing the revised paranicter e,, and all
parameters are estimated when the calculated parameters
converge.
The above steps are wnimed up as the following:
( 1 ) The paranieter el,,, and en,, is fixed, y, u and c , are
obtained by niatching the wire-frame model o f object 1
to the iniage niodel. The sanie work is executed for
ob.ject 2. The average o f the former y and the latter y is
calculated and is fixed.
( 2 ) The parameter e , is fixed, and the position and
orientation o f the caniera is measured based on the each
niagnification by matching the wire-frame model o f
object 1 to the iniage model. The parameters em, and
e,,, corresponding to each magnification c x are obtained
in this way. From this data the constants in (3.5a) are
derived by using the niinimuni-squares method.
( 3 ) The sanie work is executed for object 2, yielding the
constants in (3.5b).
(4) The intcrscction points o f the graphs c,e,,, and c,-en,,
are calculated. This means that (3.6) is valid for objects
1 and 2.
( 5 )The calculation is finished when the magnification at the
intersection point o f graph c,-en,, is the same as that o f
graph cx-en,,. When they are not the sanie, return to ( 2 ) .
The sanie algorithm for the y direction can be attained
by using the same method used for the x direction.

Here the paranieters 9 . a?, b l , and b , are represented by
the following equations:

3.3 Error Estimate
Here, we quantitatively analyze the error. Image
process
(3.2) has the following error factors.
- ( x , -~--xl?)e, + x l ~ x-l?l
a l = - ( z I - z,)(e{
------( I ) Error o f the models o f objects I and 2 (erl=0.5 nim)
X I I - XI?
(3.6~)
This is the maximum difference in the measured values
when ten points are measured by using two surveying
machines. This difference depends on the precision o f the
surveying machine.
( 2 ) The error caused by the angle measure precision o f the
surveying niachine (er?)
-

Graphs o f (3.6a) and (3.6b) can be constructed by
changing the niagnification and niatching the wire-franie
model to the iniage niodel according to the two ob.jects far
froni and near the caniera. The niagnification q
corresponding to the two intersection points o f the two
graphs is consistent i f the initial value o f e , is valid. That
is, inconsistency in c , is caused by inconsistency in e,.
When the two intersection points o f the two graphs are
inconsistent, the parameter e x is revibcd using the
following equation:

Here 6 represents the angle measuring accuracy o f the
surveying niachine.
( 3 )The resolution error o f the iniage plane (er3)

Here ni represents the resolution error o f the iniage plane
and w represents the statistical effect during niatching.
( 4 )The human error during niatching (er,)
( 5 )The approxiniate error o f the caniera angle setting (er5)

tan(0,/2) coc A + sin A
--

-

- tan(0J2)

-

-

tan A

-tan(0,/2) \in A + cos A
Here A represents the angle between the optical axis of the
camera and that of the surveying machine; it is a or 13.
From the above. the equatiori for predicting error is
obtained:
er

=

erl + zn;tan 6 +

2.zn;tan (0,/2)
+

era

rn.w
-

tan(0J2) - tan A

-tan(0,/2).sin A + cos A

The nieasurenient error when using the apparatus
shown in Fig. 2.2 is estiniated from this equation. For
exaniple, when the distance between the camera and the
object is 5 ni and the object size is 1 m, measurement error
is predicted at most to be 2 mm when the resolutio~iof the
image plane is 720, the statistical effect of the matching is
2, the angle of vision is 20 degrees, and the angle between
the optical axis of the camera and that of the surveying
machine is 0.1 degrees.

4. Experimental Results
4.1 Camera Calibration
In Section 3 a measurement precision of
( f2mm at
a distance of 5ni between the camera and object) was
attained by estimating the camera parameters.
Table 4.1. Caniera Parameters
C,.

ex

ev

4.2 Determine Precision of Manufacturing
Environnient hleasorement
The position and orientation of the plate is attained using
the method shown in Section 2 and the camera parameters
listed in Table 4.1.
The measuring precision of the manufacturing
environnient measurement was also estimated
experimentally. A wire-frame niodel was made using the
data measured by the surveying machine. The position and
orientation of the plate were measured by using the
recursive algorithm for six-degree-of-freedom contour
matching. The results are listed in Table 4.6.
Table 4.2. Valucs Measured by Using Contour Matching
I

This confirmed that the nieasurenient precision obtained in
the error estimate in Section 3 was obtained in the
experiment.

Conclusions
We have developed a manufacturing environment
measurement system that can be used for teleopcration
systems. This system obtains the position and orientation
of parts by niatching a reference pattern to an image niodel
and then storing i t in a data base. We then showcd an asbuilt database that has hierarchical structure, thc advantage
of which is small size.
We derived an image process identification nicthod
within the framework of the gradient method, in which it
was assumed that the lens magnification contains the
camera orientation based on a surveying machine. The
error caused by this assumption was estimated.
Then we applied this systeni to an experimental
manufacturing environment. An estimated measurement
precision of
2rnm at a distance of 5m between the
camera and object was obtained.
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